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The national distribution of EV chargers is only 5.4% across 
Yorkshire & The Humber, one of the lowest in the country. This is 
problematic for EV drivers visiting more remote coastal areas 
due to the added inconvenience of having to search for their 
next charging stop. 

The Raithwaite Estate is a 73-bedroom luxury 4* hotel, 
restaurant, and spa on the edge of the North York Moors 
National Park within walking distance of Sandsend Beach and 
less than 3 miles from the popular, historic town of Whitby. 
As one of the only officially accredited carbon neutral UK 
accommodation businesses, Raithwaite Sandsend is leading 
the way on sustainability and the installation of EV chargers is a 
further addition to the Estate's green agenda.

Using a connected supply to the hotel's main car park, EvieLife 
have installed four 7kW chargers, giving staying guests and 
visitors the opportunity to charge when visiting this stunning, 
remote North Yorkshire coastline. This was a challenging 
installation given the distance from the main hotel and the poor 
data signal in the area. However, working closely with 

Raithwaite's maintenance team, EvieLife were able to deliver a 
state of the art, secure router data connection to ensure the 
chargers can be managed and monitored through EvieLife's 
advanced portal management software.

Mark Hillyard, Raithwaite's Facilities manager said, “with
our help and understanding of the site, EvieLife brought 
the expertise needed to provide EV chargers at Raithwaite.
We have wanted to add these for some time and removes any
worry that our guests wouldn't be able to visit in their EVs or 
have to use a three-pin plug via the hotel to charge.” 

PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECT DURATION
6 months

NUMBER OF CHARGERS

CHARGER SPECIFICATION

Four

Charge up to 7kW
State-of-the-art remote router data connection




